
The Value of 
Outsourcing with 
Businessolver®

Benefits administration is becoming more and 
more complex. Managing your team, determining 
the best plan designs, staying on top of 
requirements, the list goes on. Manual tasks and 
processes can pile up and keep you from doing 
what is most important—your job. 

We know you can handle it, but you shouldn’t 
have to. There’s a better way.

Insourced
Service Model

Outsourced
Service Model with Businessolver

Time spent on manual data entry, 
maintenance and processes

Trying to keep up with a complicated 
legal landscape

Struggling with complex billing 
and financial reporting

Balancing the daily demands, questions and needs 
of your employees with your full workload

Disengaged employees and a one-
and-done annual enrollment event

Stale technology can’t support the high 
expectations of today’s workforce

A platform that doesn’t grow or evolve as you do

Playing the guessing game to evolve your benefit 
strategy because you just don’t have the right data

Hard to find help when it’s needed and 
when you do, you hit a dead end because 

they just don’t know your business

Time saved through seamless integrations 
and automatic processes, backed by 
transparency for your peace of mind.  

Automatic billing and financial reporting tools that 
deliver reconciled results to you. Our platform tracks 

billing rules, generation and historical information 
as well as enrollment and eligibility data.

Fresh technology with new code pushed every 
week means you always have the latest and 

greatest and no down time.

A future-proof solution aligned to your strategy today 
with the flexibility to seamlessly pivot as you do.

Worry-free compliance with our team of experts 
who keep you in regulation, alleviate liability and 

plan ahead for what’s next.

Tackle your strategic to-do’s and trust your employees 
are in good hands with our Member Services team 
and 24/7 access to our AI benefits assistant SofiaSM. 

No more dead ends. Our team is your team so you 
always have help because we know your business 

and your benefit needs inside and out.

Engage and empower employees year-round with 
data-driven personalized communications and 

resources - all aligned to your strategic objectives 
and desired outcomes.

Full transparency to robust and meaningful data - 
it’s your data! Plus an build-a-report tool that allows 

you to customize your reporting needs on the go.
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